


Liv’On supports the philosophy that all good food begins with good and simple
ingredients... Liv’On products adhere to a clean label approach and are made 
with all natural ingredients!

The Liv’On product assortment is carefully crafted with esteemed international
chefs to provide innovative products with unique flavour combinations.
Each product is made by hand and boasts an elegant appearance and a high 
level of convenience, is easy to prepare, and serve.
 
All products are deep frozen to preserve the high quality and taste standards of the
natural ingredients, and to eliminate unnecessary waste, cost, and preparation time.



INDIVIDUAL PORTIONS
Innovative, modern twists to traditional recipes… combining natural ingredients, 
with a fusion of explosive flavours between East and West.

Restaurant quality portions, ready-to-heat straight from frozen, easily plated, and 
personalized with decorative sauces or condiments!

Salmon Soufflé
with Wasabi - Lemon Mousse 

Rosemary Polenta Flan 
with Sweet Red Pepper

Sea Bream
with Tomato - Saffron Mousse

Gorgonzola - Pear Risotto
in Kataifi - Nori Crust 

Vegetarian Moussaka Flan Mushroom - Thyme Flan
with Taleggio Cheese Filling

Sea Scallop
with Kourou Pastry Crust



TRUFFLES
Indulgent snacks with a unique kataifi pastry crust coating.
Crisp, fragrant, and elegant woven-like appearance, with creamy center fillings 
that delight the palate. 

• Feta Cheese Truffles with Greek Yogurt 

• Roquefort Cheese Truffles

• Forest Mushroom Herb Truffles 

• Zucchini Basil Truffles 

• Vanilla Cream Truffles 

• Chocolate - Orange Cream Truffles

SAVOURY

SWEET



LIV’OLLIPOPS®

A re-invention of a childhood classic....
these savoury lollipops are both playful and decadent.

Intertwining rich, creamy textures, balanced aromas, and unique flavor
combinations... they are the perfect palate teaser and cocktail accompaniment.

Foie Gras 
& Valrhona Chocolate

Jerusalem Artichoke
& Shrimp Carpaccio

Tzatziki Finocchio & Bottarga

Greek Salad

Mint Pea & Carrot

JUST THAW AND SERVE!



MINI GLASSES
Sumptuous, velvety cream and mousse layers in mini cocktail glasses…
ideal for brunch, dinner parties, buffets, and catering events.
Elegant presentation and easy preparation… just thaw and serve!

Belgian Chocolate Bliss

Salmon Tartare
with Dill Cream

Goat Cheese Mousse 
with Sweet Red Pepper

Foie Gras
with Apple Chutney & 

Gingerbread

Tomato Mousse
with Pesto Pasta

Belgian Speculoos French Crème Brûlée Bavarian Black Forest

Elegant presentation and easy preparation... just thaw and serve!

MINI COCKTAIL

MINI DESSERTS



“We are passionate about
food and believe the journey makes the difference...

a journey that awakens all senses
and creates unique experiences!”
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